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which the rf impedance between two electrodes immersed in a plasma was measured. It was found that an Impedance minimum occurred at a frequency, üCL , which probe measurements of electron density led the authors to believe to be the local electron plasma frequency, u> . A rather different experiment, which may at first sight appear to be unrelated, was carried out three years later by Takayama and his colleagues [Takayama, et al., i960] . These workers studied the variation with frequency of the incremental dc component of probe current that appears when a simple Langmuir probe immersed in a plasma is modulated with an rf signal [Crawford, I963L Their results are sketched in Fig. 1 , and gave rise to the description, "resonance probe." From comparisons with electron density measurements obtained by conventional probe techniques, it was concluded that the resonance occurred at cu
The experiments Just described have extremely important implications for laboratory experimentation, and for ionospheric and space research since they suggest novel ways in which electron density could be measured directly, without the necessities of using Langmuir probes, or of knowing the electron temperature. This would be of particular value in ionospheric or space studies where Langmuir probes are susceptible to a wide variety of experimental errors [Loeb, 1960J> and -2 -laboratory situations where the electron density is lov, or the electron velocity distribution is grossly non-Maxwellian. Several rf and low frequency techniques have already been suggested to reduce the rrors [Crawford and Mlodnosky, 1964] , The results referred to above on plasma resonance suggest further interesting possibilities.
In 1963, it was pointed out by Levitskii and Shashurin that the agreement between UL and o> obtained by Yeung and Sayers [1957] was erroneous, and that UL^ actually lies below a> . Mayer [1963] and Harp [1963, 196^a,b] came to the same conclusion on the operation of the resonance probe. Furthermore, the detailed analyses that have followed have shown that the two experiments describe different aspects of essentially the same phenomenon [Harp, 1964c; Harp and Crawford, 1964] , Our purposes in this paper are to describe briefly the underlying principle of the resonance; to assess its applicability as a diagnostic technique in ionospheric and space research, and to suggest metnods by which it may most conveniently be utilized in such measurements. The plan of the paper is as follows. A simplified model of the resonance, rfhich has been Justified elsewhere in considerable detail [Harp, 1964c; Harp and Crawford, 1964} , is presented in Section (2) together with references to the experimental evidence substantiating it. It is indicated how the theory may be extended to the case in which collisions are important, and the limits within which the resonant frequency must lie when a static magnetic field is present are assessed. In Section (3), simplified formulae are derived for the resonant frequency for probe geometries of interest in ionospheric and space application... These are discussed in Section (4) in relation to the numerical values of the experimental -3 -parameters to be measured In such applications. Suitable techniques for observing the resonance are suggested, and the paper concludes with a general discussion of the potentialities of the resonance probe in Section (5).
II THE OFStATIOV 07 THE RES0RA9CE PROBE
To understand the mechanism of the re 'onance, It Is necessary to take account of conditions.'In the plasma-sheath region surrounding the probe. Here, the electron density is lower than in the body of the plasma, and the Impedance at frequencies near a> will consequently be capacitive. In the body of the plasma, however, the impedance will be inductive, and the possibility arises of a series resonance occurring at some frequency. This may be more easily understood from consideration of a planar system consisting of two probes with a plasma between them. We can then postulate the equivalent circuit shown in F!g. 2.
In practice, there will be no sharp division between plasma and sheath, The fact that the rf and the dc resonance peaks coincide, was first demonstrated by Harp [1964cj, and more recently by Uramoto, et al., [1963a] .
The discrepancy between the predicted result that oi_ should not equal tu , and the experiments suggesting equality [Takayama, et al., i960; p Miyasaki, et al., I960; can probably be attributed to the fact that the only independent check on electron density in the experiments was by Langmuir probes, for which the accuracy was not high in the range of electron densities studied (10 -10 electrons/cm).
The first comprehensive description of the resonance probe showed conclusively, by three independent measurements of electron density consistent to within 20 percent, that a> was less than cu , and depended on probe potential [Harp, I963J. The detailed analysis of the probe mechanism is given elsewhere [Harp, 1964c; Harp and Crawford, 196^] , and is based on published nu- Ill THE RESONANT FREQUENCY IN SOME PRACTICAL CONFIGURATIONS
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A. COLLISIOHLESS MODEL WITH NO MAGNETIC FIELD
The way In which a simplified model of resonance probe behavior is built up is indicated in Fig. k In practice, this implies that probe dimensions must be large compared to the electronic Debye length for a resonance to be observed. When the damping is relatively low, we need consider only the out-of-phase component in obtaining the resonance frequency. A computed curve based on the theory of Pavkovich and Kino is shown in Fig. ^(a) and approximated by a rectangular electric field distribution in Fig. ^(b) . To obtain the series resonance frequency we must integrate the electric field outwards from the wall to infinity, and find the frequency for which the resulting potential is zero. In the case of a plane probe bounding a semi-infinite plasma, the potential so obtained is infinite and no series resonance would be observed. However, in a practical cane, the probe will be finit.e, and at distances comparable to the probe dimensions the electric field must fall off proportionately to (distance) . 
and yields the result quoted in Eq. (4) where k * 5
We shall now derive the appropriate formulae for the resonance frequency in various other geometries of interest in laboratory and space research.
Isolated Sphere
In the case of a sphere of radius R , the simplified model and the integration are exactly as given in Eq. (5), and yield the result quoted in Eq. (4). Fig. 5(a 
Two Spheres or a In the case of the dumbbell probe illustrated In
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-2 2 To observe a resonance, It is necessary that V « a)
. With this condition, the only modification to be made to Eqs. (4), (9) and (12) to take collisions into account is to modify the left-hand side by replacing a> by (a) + V*")
In principle, the haxf-width of the rf series resonance, or of the incremental dc peak, could be used to determine the damping and the collision frequency. Efforts to do so have not yet yielded satisfactory results [Cairns, 1963; Harp and Crawford, 1964 ],
C. EFFECT OF A STATIC MAGNETIC FIELD
For both laboratory and space studies, use of the resonance probe may be required in situations where a static magnetic field, B , exerts an important influence. So far, the only experimental results that have been obtained under these conditions [Uramoto, et al., 1963b] have shown that, for B small and uniform, a> is constant. However, as the magnetic n field is raised to strengths such that the electron cyclotron frequency,
a
, becomes comparable to the zero-field value of UL, , then u> Increases and rapidly tends to the limit o>_ -u> . This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The theory of the series resonance effect for a probe immersed in a magnetic field is a complex problem that has not yet been solved. We nay make some tentative estimates, however, of its practical importance by extending the simplified model of iv PMuwrns QOVHOID» to un or TB IOBOKAICX PRQBJ U
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Wt must now examine the parameters to be measured In «pace in the light of tht remarks of the previous section. We can relate them first to the else of the probe necessary to avoid strong collisionless damping.
Baring ensured that the probe is large enough for a resonance to be observable, «e must then examine the value of (mJm ) , to determine what the probe will measure, and to decide which theoretical formula is appropriate. 
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